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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This article was previously published August 9, 2020, and has been updated with new information.

Patrick Wood — an economist, ?nancial analyst and American constitutionalist — has devoted a

lifetime to uncovering the mystery of what is controlling most of the craziness we're currently

seeing, and which has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

He's written two books on this topic: "Technocracy Rising: The Trojan Horse of Global

Transformation" and "Technocracy: The Hard Road to World Order." I was intrigued by his work as

my own approach is to seek to understand the foundational cause of any given problem.

"I think that's a really important takeaway for listeners," Wood says. "Don't just con=ne your

view to the microcosm, like what's in front of you. Always try and look for the big picture …

Once you have the big picture, it's hard to unsee it. Once you see it, it's hard to not see it. It

guides everything else you do within your life at that point, and that's really important.

It's certainly important in medicine, because if a doctor or researcher doesn't really

understand the whole picture, how can he understand a little part of the picture when you

get right down into some nitty-gritty detail? It's very diFcult."

Wood's foray into the ideology of technocracy began with a chance meeting with Anthony Sutton at

a gold conference in the early 1970s. Sutton has written several books about political science,

primarily about the Trilateral Commission, which Wood had studied from a ?nancial angle.

They developed a relationship and eventually wound up collaborating on a newsletter and two

books, "Trilaterals Over Washington: Volumes 1 and 2," which have since been re-released.

"Having been mentored by somebody like Anthony Sutton, who was a world-class

researcher, left indelible marks on my life. I couldn't do what I do today without his

coaching, instruction, watching him do things, watching his mind work," Wood says.

"He would sit down every morning and spend his two or three hours just Iipping through

the newspapers. Looking for stories in the front page, back page, middle page, classi=eds,

whatever. He was really intent on keeping his mind focused on his subject, and digging in

the right places and stuff. So that's helped me today, to do what I do."

DeInition of Technocracy

So, what is "technocracy"? As explained by Wood, technocracy is a movement that started in the

1930s during the height of the Great Depression, when scientists and engineers got together to

solve the nation's economic problems. It looked like capitalism and free enterprise were going to

die, so they decided to invent a new economic system from scratch.

They called this system "technocracy." It was to be a resource-based economic system. Rather than

basing the economic system on pricing mechanisms such as supply and demand, this system is

instead based on energy resources and social engineering. In a nutshell, under this system,

companies would be told what resources they're allowed to use, when, and for what, and

consumers would be told what to buy.

"They actually proposed to use an energy script instead of money, and let energy be the

determining factor on what was produced, bought and sold, and consumed, and so on. But

being engineers and scientists, in 1938 when this de=nition came out, which I'm going to

read, they had capsulized what they viewed as the scienti=c method and the scienti=c

approach.

It's important to see that today, because we see the same subtleties, the same mindsets,

the same thinking processes that they had back then. I will contend that's a very dangerous

thing. It's a dangerous thinking process. But here's what they concluded in 1938:

'Technocracy is the science of social engineering. The scienti=c operation of the entire

social mechanism, to produce and distribute goods and services to the entire population.'

First off, you'll see that it's the science of social engineering. That ought to be enough to

make the hair stand up on the back of your head, because who wants to be scienti=cally

engineered by somebody that you don't know, somebody that doesn't know you, but rather

has this idea that they can reform you, remake you?

But most importantly, you see the economic aspect that they had in mind, the scienti=c

operation of the entire social mechanism — that's all the people in society — to produce and

distribute goods and services to the entire population.

This was an economic system from the get go, not a political system. And what's really

important to see in that — the big takeaway here — is that technocracy viewed politics and

politicians as an unnecessary, irrelevant, and even just a stumbling block to getting on

down the road with society.

They proposed to get rid of all the politicians. Just dismiss them. Dismiss the Senate, the

Congress, all the elected oFcials. They basically wanted to set up an organization chart,

like a corporation would have today, where you have the president and you have vice-

presidents doing different things. Then you have directors over certain departments and so

on.

And they would just disappear the political system per se, leaving no citizen representation

of government. Of course, that means the Constitution [is] immaterial, too, because that

de=nes the political structure.

In fact, they openly called on FDR to declare himself dictator, so that he could just

implement technocracy. He didn't take them up on it. We can thank God for that. We only

got the New Deal instead. By comparison, it's much better … So, this was the genesis of

technocracy and technocrats."

Scientists Stand Above All Other Individuals

As explained by Wood, the technocrats "had this crazy idea that they were better than everybody

else." This philosophy and mindset can be traced back to Henri de Saint-Simon, a French

philosopher from around 1800. Saint-Simon is considered the father of scientism, social sciences,

transhumanism and technocracy.

He said in one of his essays, "A scientist … is a man who foresees. It is because science provides

the means to predict, that it is useful, and the scientists are superior to all other men." This was the

mindset of technocrats in the 1930s, and it's the same today. In essence, science is used to

manipulate society and keep the economic engine running.

Top Technocrats Rescued Through Operation Paperclip

While technocracy began in the U.S., the ?rst country to implement it was Nazi Germany under

Hitler. However, it's important to realize that technocracy is not Republican or Democrat. It's not

Marxist or Capitalist. It's not a Nazi philosophy. It's an independent ideology.

When technocracy ?rst began in the U.S., it was a membership organization. At its peak, there were

more than 500,000 card-carrying, dues-paying members in the United States and Canada.

Incidentally, the head of technocracy in Canada was the grandfather of Elon Musk, founder of Tesla

and SpaceX. Around the same time, a technocratic organization also got started in Germany.

"As Hitler rose to power, he realized that the technocrats, as an organization, would be

competitive with him becoming a dictator. So, he outlawed the Technocratic party in

Germany. At about the same time, technocracy was outlawed in Canada [for two years]. For

a number of reasons, they thought that somehow the two were connected and that

technocracy in Canada would be supporting Hitler …

It was discovered later by historians that these technocrats, who were banned from

meeting, were actually very active during the course of World War II, during Hitler's reign.

They were the statisticians, the mathematicians, the physicists, the engineers for business

and so on, that really enabled Hitler's expansion and dictatorship.

That's not to say that they were all in lockstep with his goals, but they had a good time

supporting all those things, because they were highly prized by Hitler and his leadership.

During the war, they found out also that these technocrats were communicating between

the columns of power in Nazi, Germany. Hitler was rather paranoid about keeping all of

those different areas separate so they would not communicate, but they did communicate

during the war.

After the war … a top-secret operation [took place] in the United States … called Operation

Paperclip, which brought some 1,200 of these top scientists and engineers from Germany

to the United States. They sanitized their resumes and installed them into positions of

scienti=c prowess in the United States, like at the national technology agencies.

So, the very same people that were helping Hitler do what he did, completely bypassed the

Nuremberg trial. Some of them should have been there, I'm sure. But they were brought to

the United States and given high positions of prestige, to continue to practice their science

and engineering."

Beauty and the Beast

The Trilateral Commission's co-founder Zbigniew Brzezinski, a Columbia University professor,

brought the concept of technocracy into the Commission in 1973, with the ?nancial support of

David Rockefeller.

"Brzezinski wrote this book called 'Between Two Ages — America's Role in the Technetronic

Era.' It caught Rockefeller's eye. And so, Rockefeller and Brzezinski became like the beauty

and the beast. They went on to form the Trilateral Commission, which declared, from Day 1,

that they wanted to foster a new international economic order.

They said that repeatedly in their literature, and this is what got Sutton excited, and me too.

What is this new international economic order you're talking about? What do you mean? We

have an economic order. It seems to be working. Why do you want to change everything?

What is your idea here?"

The Trilateral Commission more or less took over the Jimmy Carter administration, and has

dominated the political structure ever since. Regardless of their party abliations, U.S. presidents

have been members of the Trilateral Commission.

Carter, Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton were all members. Within two weeks of

his inauguration, Barack Obama appointed 11 Trilateral Commission members to top-level

positions in his administration, equivalent to 12% of the Commission's entire U.S. membership.

The rami?cations of this are described in Wood's article,  "Obama: Trilateral Commission Endgame."

"What happened here is that they were after the mechanism, because America was the

greatest economic engine in the world at that time," Wood explains. "They wanted to get

control of the economic engine of the world so that they could manipulate it for their own

bene=t and convert it, transform it if you will, into technocracy …"

Personal Freedom Is the Enemy of Technocracy

It's important to realize we're ?ghting an enemy that has literally spent the last several generations

compiling their power base. They've done it progressively, slowly and very consistently over time

with the endgame in mind at all times. They engineered circumstances that allow them to amass

more and more power.

“ What the technocrats are doing is making an
end run around national sovereignty. Rather than a
frontal assault on the system, which has never been
successful, they've simply eroded national
sovereignty piece by piece.”

Their last great power grab in the U.S. was the 9/11 tragedy. It allowed them to push through the

Patriot Act, which sacri?ced many of our freedoms in one fell swoop. They're in the process of

doing it again with the current pandemic. It's quite clear the pandemic is being used to move us

toward an authoritarian tyranny.

However, the COVID-19 pandemic has provided a platform that will dwarf their 9/11 power-grab and

radically increase their ability to continue to erode our civil liberties and control our society. If you

?nd this line of reasoning interesting, I think you will enjoy the video below from Really Graceful,

which reviews whether or not you'd even notice if you were living under tyranny.

Technocratic Infrastructure

It's also crucial to understand that the only reason they've not yet been able to overtake the U.S. is

because of our Constitution. We're the biggest barrier worldwide to implementing technocracy,

which is why there's been so much focus on dismantling the freedoms of Americans.

"The strategy has been to build infrastructure for their system. Infrastructure is the

schematic diagram that makes things work. For instance, we have roads in our country. We

have railroads. We have physical roads. We have freeways. We have telecommunications

systems. We have telephone lines. We have airports and things that connect everything

together.

The concept of infrastructure is basic to any economic system. You have to have some

type of infrastructure, so that the whole system will work. And so, today when the

government passes a $2 trillion infrastructure bill, you and I will think, 'Oh, =nally, we're

going to get those potholes =xed on our street or something.'

In the technocrat mind, in the larger scheme, setting up the infrastructure involves so many

more things today than it ever did.

For instance, the infrastructure of technocracy now has to do with anything called smart:

smart growth, smart cities, smart phones, smart devices, the internet of things that ties

everything together, all of the sensors and the cameras. This is the new infrastructure of

the digital era. It's all technology based, I might add.

So, infrastructure started way back when the Trilateral Commission was =rst started. A

case in point: One of the early founding members of the commission was [the late] Caspar

Weinberger, who happened to be the president of Bechtel Engineering. That's the largest

private engineering company in the world. They're huge. They're are private. Nobody knows

much about them. But they were part of the Trilateral Commission group …

They've always realized that without building this infrastructure, they have nothing. They

can get nowhere. They must have it in order to move on down the road. We've seen this

emphasis on infrastructure ever since 1973 in ways that people hardly can understand

anymore, because it's so technological.

But the infrastructure being laid today includes such things as the internet of things, where

sensors and everything connect together to feed data back to, who knows, some

mainframe somewhere.

All of the =nancial transactions, all of the data transactions [get sent] back to some

computer somewhere where arti=cial intelligence is sitting on top of it all to make sense of

all the data coming in.

The same arti=cial intelligence programs now are taking that data, working it, getting some

sense of meaning out of it, then turning around and issuing things that we should do in

response. In other words, how it should change us.

This is the science of social engineering. It's engineering by algorithm. They saw this even

back in the 1930s, even though there was no such thing as arti=cial intelligence back then.

They realized that science eventually would be to the point where their algorithms could be

automated to the point where they would be able to replace the political structure, to keep

everything in line, to keep everything working.

Rule by algorithm. Operation by algorithm. This is the big predominant thing we see today.

When something doesn't =t into the algorithm, you'll hear the term 'Science says.' We

should do that thing."

To give you just one rather hilarious real-world example of the technocratic "science says" strategy,

here's a sentence from an article in The Sun:  "People who refuse to wear a face mask to reduce the

risk of coronavirus have lower cognitive ability, new research has found."

Not only is it laughable because it's illogical, it's also completely irrelevant, since there's not a single

well-designed study showing that mask wearing lowers the spread of viral infections.

Rule by Algorithm

Initially, science is used to issue suggestions, but those suggestions rapidly turn into mandates.

We've repeatedly seen that with vaccines, for example. But the COVID-19 pandemic has also
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We've repeatedly seen that with vaccines, for example. But the COVID-19 pandemic has also

revealed there's a much larger plan that includes implantable digital identi?cations, medical records

and vaccine passports, digital currency and banking — all of which will ultimately be tied together

so that algorithms and automation will be able to keep everyone in line, everywhere, all the time.

"People who buck the system won't be able to participate in all the things in society that

other people do who got the vaccines and just took the program without questioning. The

algorithm will control everybody, will manipulate everybody.

So, it goes from, 'Science says' to the algorithm, and then it becomes automated. Then they

don't have to say 'Science says' anymore. They just push the button. The algorithm takes

care of it and you get the shot and that's the end of it.

This business of infrastructure is very sophisticated. Today it's called supply chain, by the

way. That's a big term you'll hear, too. The supply chain, moving goods and services to get

just in the right place, just in time.

No warehouse is necessary. Just kind of ship it and it's there exactly the day you need it.

This has all been automated as well. It's part of the infrastructure they need to implement

technocracy one day."

Data Is the New Oil

In her book, "The Age of Surveillance Capitalism," professor Shoshana Zuboff exposes the stunning

capacities currently available to surveil, analyze and manipulate our behavior. It's crucial to realize

that as bad as it is today, the predictive power of technology is advancing at an exponential rate,

which means their ability to manipulate behavior is increasing at a pace we cannot fully

comprehend.

"Data is the new oil of the 21st century," Wood says. "We said that for years now, and it's

really true. Whoever owns the data, controls the system. Data is more valuable to

technocracy than any other commodity that you could conceivably imagine. And Google

has been collecting this data for a long time.

They've been analyzing it for a long time, and they have a number of techniques now where

they can use that data, weaponize it in a sense, turn it back on us and cause it to modify

our behavior. And this is right in line with the scienti=c social engineering concept.

Several years ago, Eric Schmidt [former long-time Google CEO and, later, chairman of

Alphabet,] was invited to be a member of the Trilateral commission. He's also hobnobbing

with our government to create systems for surveillance and data collection. Google now

has been in a position to weaponize that data … Google does this in several ways.

Not only do they condition the feed that you see when you search for a certain term, but

also … when you start to type in a search, it will give you the answers [and] you pick one. It

won't give you the ones that you might really be looking for, but it'll give you what they think

you should pick. This has a huge, psychological impact on people. Just huge."

What's the Ultimate Goal?

For instance, years ago, if you searched for a holistic medicine topic, many of my articles would

appear at the top of your search. In June 2019, Google quietly started to eliminate Mercola.com

from search results. I discussed this in detail in two different articles when that happened.

Recently, however, it appears that Google is again allowing searches, but only if you include

Mercola in the search terms.

"You haven't done anything different. You're still doing exactly what you did, but Google is

treating you as a non-person now," Wood says. "It reminds you a little bit of '1984,' where

Winston worked in the ministry of information and his business half the time was

scratching out people from history. They just ceased to exist.

Every record, even their birth record was erased and nobody would ever hear that person's

name again. If they went to look, they couldn't =nd him. And then people started thinking

'Maybe it was just my imagination. I never really knew somebody like that.'

Google has this power to present information that it wants you to hear or see, and they can

manipulate minds and mindsets. It's just amazing. They even said, internally, that they

believe they have the power to take the 2020 election away from Trump because of this

very feature. Well, wait a minute.

If any person or organization sets themselves up intentionally to overthrow the government

of the United States, I think there's a term for that. It's called sedition. It might give way to

insurrection as well, but that doesn't bother these people. There's no ethical guide

whatsoever that tells them this is wrong and don't do it. They feel this is perfectly normal.

They've got the data, they make the rules.

So, they're inIuencing people, they're nudging people in one direction or another direction.

And it's extremely dangerous because those who are susceptible to that kind of

manipulation, once they are in that manipulation channel, they can get them to do anything.

Once it gets a hold of a person and really starts messing with their mind, then they can feed

all kinds of stuff into it and get them to do all kinds of things they would not have otherwise

done.

And that's true for Facebook and Twitter and other entities like that as well. But you can't

look at Google, Facebook and Twitter and say these are communists. You can't do that.

They're technocrats. They march to a different tune completely and they could care less

about the political ideology behind it.

I don't care who you are, what your political persuasion is, but if you start writing against

vaccines, for instance … you'll =nd yourself censored just right along with everybody else

and your stories will disappear. There'll be shadow banned. There'll be pushed down the

stack where they don't appear in the searches anymore.

It doesn't really have to do with a class of people that they're censoring, it has to do with the

topics that are being censored. That's the key thing here to understand. One of the key

topics today that they are so in love with is this idea of global manipulation of the human

[gene] pool, to get the medical hooks into your body.

This is social engineering at its extreme, where they're not only engineering the society

around you, the environment around you, they also want to engineer you personally. This is

their mindset right now. We've seen evidence of this all over the place. I don't want to go

into it and confuse this conversation, but this is where it's going."

Sustainable Development Isn't What You Think

Wood also explains why "sustainable development" goals, which sound like a good thing, really

aren't. The United Nations has declared that sustainable development is going to be the new

economic system of the future. It's a resource-based economic system based on energy.

"A couple of years ago, the head of climate change at the U.N., Christiana Figueres, gave a

press conference in Europe and she said, 'This is the =rst time in the history of mankind

that we're setting ourselves the task of intentionally, within a de=ned period of time, to

change the economic development model that has been reigning for at least 150 years

since the Industrial Revolution.'

That's a direct quote from her lips. I dedicated a chapter in my book to demonstrate that

sustainable development is technocracy from the 1930s. It has all the same markers. It has

all the same elements in it. It was brought to the United Nation by members of The

Trilateral Commission, by the way …

Their vision for the future of society is this sustainable future where they will control all the

resources and all the consumption. In other words, they will tell businesses what they're

allowed to build and they will tell consumers what they're allowed to consume. Period, end

of subject. You don't need to be involved in this. They =gure this all out for you in advance.

This is the science of social engineering here. They have the science, you just have to

follow and do what they tell you to do. It's very insidious. Of course, they have nice

platitudes like we're going to eliminate poverty, we're going to have education for all, we're

going to have jobs with dignity.

That's all wonderful stuff, but when you get down to the bottom of their so-called

sustainable development [and green deal] goals, you see [that] all you have to do to get

those things is let us have all the control over the resources and the management of those

resources on a global basis."

Taking Back Local Government Is Key

Importantly, what the technocrats are doing is making an end run around national sovereignty.

Rather than a frontal assault on the system, which has never been successful, they've simply

eroded national sovereignty piece by piece. Wood also reviews what we can do to save our republic

and thwart the steady march of technocracy:

"I believe very strongly that local activism is the only way to rebuild our country, if there is

going to be any rebuilding at all. Local activism — because this is how they got us. They

built [the technocratic system] from the bottom up. We cannot tear their house down from

the top down. It's simply is just not going to happen. They're too powerful," Wood says.

"There is no national government or any element of national government that's going to

save us from these technocrats and technocracy. There's no state government, either, or

local government, the way it stands now, unless that local government gets inIuenced and

populated by people who know better and who are willing to tell these others:

'Go away, you don't belong here. This is not the way we're going to run our community, our

town, our city,' whatever it is, and we have access to those people."

One of the most important elected local obcials that you should concern yourself with is your

sheriff. They are responsible for enforcing tyrannical edicts from local, state and federal

government, and if they choose not to, government has no power. City councils also have a lot of

power. They can pass binding resolutions to protect citizens against the technocratic agenda.

"There was a city in California, I can't remember the name right now, but somebody got to

the city council and educated every one of them. The city council held a referendum and

passed a binding resolution that says there will be no agency of the city or any other

activity of the city that will support Agenda 21. They banned Agenda 21 from their city,

lock, stock and barrel. It was just a small city, but I thought, 'Yeah!'"

What is Agenda 21? It is the keystone document for Sustainable Development. It was developed in

1992 at the Rio de Janeiro conference of the United Nations' ?rst Earth summit. This became the

agenda for the 21st century. The doctrine that came to be known as Agenda 21 came from a book

written by Trilateral Commission member Gro Harlem Brundtland, called "Our Common Future."

Citizens for Free Speech

We cover a lot of information in this interview, so be sure to listen to it in its entirety, or read through

the transcript for more. Also consider picking up one or both of his books, "Technocracy Rising:

The Trojan Horse of Global Transformation" and "Technocracy: The Hard Road to World Order."

Wood's nonpro?t organization, Citizens for Free Speech, is another excellent resource where you

can learn more about your constitutional rights and how to communicate your ideas to others. For a

small donation, Citizens for Free Speech also offers a laminated No Mask Card that you can wear

on a lanyard, explaining your First Amendment Right to disobey local mask mandates.

"I started Citizens for Free Speech with the idea that technocracy is attacking the First

Amendment," Wood says. "It's censoring our ability to communicate. It's keeping us from

communicating with each other and with our government and with our adversaries, those

who may not agree with us fully.

Our ability to communicate has been completely decimated in America. We're so

dysfunctional. Everybody's at everybody else's throat all the time. There's no patience,

there's no civil discourse anymore. And I believe that what people really have to learn, if

they're going to be local activists, they need to learn how to communicate their ideas.

Once they get ideas, they need to learn how to communicate those ideas to other people.

Maybe those people agree with them, maybe they don't, but nevertheless, they need to be

able to express their ideas in a way that everybody in the room doesn't get triggered and

start hammering on you.

This concept of appropriate communication is what restoring the First Amendment at this

point is all about … The First Amendment is under an intense attack by these people. That's

part of their strategy. Get rid of the First Amendment effectively, and what else do you

have? Well, you have the Second Amendment. That's the =rst thing you see.

I don't even want to talk about the Second Amendment. I support it totally, don't get me

wrong, but if we lose the First Amendment, the Second Amendment was put there to take

care of the loss of the =rst. And that's the strategy that the enemy has, to break America

down.

[Once you] get rid of the First Amendment, they =gure America will fall into chaos, probably

armed conIict, and that will make it just right for them to sweep in and take over when

people then beg for anybody to put government back together, put the country back

together.

So, the idea of supporting and defending the First Amendment is critical right now. People

can get the issues, but if they cannot communicate those issues effectively, what's the

point? Why just sit on your couch and know everything there is to know if you have no

ability to communicate that to somebody else? …

People … understand the value now, or maybe the necessity, of civil disobedience. This is a

very touchy subject. I don't want to go down the road too much. But we have reached a

point where technocracy has pushed us into a corner …

If we do not resist and say, 'We're not going along with your program,' then they will

continue to push us into the corner until we simply cannot get out of that corner. The time

has come for people to do what they know is right, and to protect themselves =rst — not to

think about 'the greater good' all the time …

Once people see through the pseudoscience of face mask and social distancing, contact

tracing, and all these mechanisms that are being thrown down at us, once they start to see

through the statistical models being totally erroneous, they're beginning to understand we

just need to stop this behavior and not obey them …

We must restore our Constitution, which is the framework for everything else in our nation.

We must restore the effective application of the constitution to our society …

There's public shaming, the cancel culture, it all comes to bear on this right now. This is

part of the communication process that we need to overcome. We need to push this line of

thinking back and restore personal individual liberty to America."

Helping You Take Control of Your Health for 25 Years

Beginning August 8, I am happy to announce that Mercola.com will be celebrating its 25th year of

providing you with the latest news and discoveries in the ?eld of natural health. What started as a

platform where I can share my views and recommendations has grown into the No. 1-ranked

Natural Health website in almost two decades — a feat not possible without your support.

During this historic week, I’ll be sharing some unique and insightful articles that will showcase

different aspects of my life. I’ll also be releasing a documentary that chronicles my day in the

Mercola obce, plus a special video on how to take back control of your health freedom. There are

some fun surprises along the way so this is one week you won’t want to miss. Click below to learn

more!

Once again, I want to thank you, dear readers, for your support through these 25 years in this

continuing journey to take control of your health.

Learn More
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So glad to see you are discussing this because although so many people know there is something going on in the background i.e.

none of this pandemic has ever made sense, or rather it is an insult to the intelligence of critically thinking people, it needs to be aired

in a larger than normal forum. Technocracy was tried before and was kicked back and I would also argue that technocrats are not

interested in Science or Mathematics and certainly not the Natural World, they are bound to the worse sort of scholarship: making the

data ?t their hypothesis. COVID modelling comes to mind, all those over-inmated death ?gures, they've use the same poor quality

research over and over again and blatantly waved it in the face of a public who have been trained through governmental education to

accept authority.

The 'dodgy dossier' that started the Iraq War is another example of egregiously poor research that is accepted on face-value by a

populace who has a greater percentage of 'highly' educated people than ever. One has to ask what these graduates are doing now:

sleeping through this or forming a plan to escape or to push back when the time is right. Agenda 21 aka 2030 is another such bogus

piece that reads like a bad college proposal for a new set of courses, it 'talks big'   but offers nothing and has been interpreted as a

blueprint for tyranny, which it could be because it certainly never reveals how it is going to solve poverty, inequality or food distribution

in any real terms.

It's sad to see the genuine philosophy of the collective known as 'green' co-opted by a bunch of of greedy, self-serving,

money-grubbing numbskulls who don't give a monkey's about the world's inhabitants including animals, birds, ?sh, invertebrates, all of

whom have a better understanding of  it than they do. In Berlin recently at that demo that the Berlin police estimated at 1.3 million but

the MSM had as a few thousand, the father of the Green Party apologised for founding it,  that says it all
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"MONEY GRUBBING NUMBSKULLS WHO DON"T GIVE A MONKEYS ABOUT THE WORLD"S INHABITANTS" ~ nicely sums up the

status quo Sue ~ I fully endorse your sentiments and give you strength to your right arm ~ very well and succinctly put
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Thanks Stanley - appreciated!! The time is now for calling a spade a spade and not a manually operated earth inverting

horticultural implement! I wish you strength too in these challenging times. Yesterday I saw two 30-something Parisian

holiday-makers walk 80 metres from the supermarket to their car masked, take off their masks inside their car and then both

sanitise every part of their hands and lower arms.. So my analysis of that is they are afraid of the very air they breathe outside

the con?nes of the air-conditioned shop or car, which would ?t the technocrats dream of a sterile, sanatised, synthetic World.

What's going on with the wiring in their heads that they can believe such nonsense and behave in such a robotic way? My

answer would always be a complete misunderstanding of the natural World, which has been fostered by a corporate education

system, which needs to keep them insecure and buying stuff to protect them from their own insecurities. So these are the same

people who are to lead us out into The Great Green Reset, yeah right. Green is the new Grey, I would say Red but that is too

simplistic. I should have gone over and given both those two a hug but had the distinct impression they would have called

supermarket security on me after spraying me with hand sanetiser. Keep laughing, love Sue
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yes, Sue I notice this automatism all the time ~ what really gets me is the change of emphasis in young girls from facial

attraction to leg attraction ~ this substitution has happened instantly ~ amazing how the reproductive signalling innate wiring

switch immediately is turned on ~ makes one aware of how important reproduction is to the human race ~ and now Gates and

the Eugenicists want to switch it off ~ fat chance
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Sue, thank you for your integrity and as you say, "calling a spade a spade". And I LOVED what you said about this whole

overblown story being offensive to the intelligence of thinking people who see right through the games (even if the virus itself is

also real, but then again, so are the games being played, bigtime, whew!!!) It is so nice to know that people are awake and

active. Thank you!!! I had an interaction with someone recently, a clergy, who really should give a damn about the impacts to

other people. This person so much wants to just blindly believe the WHO and the mainstream narrative, and bristled very

strongly in response to the truth at hand. Instead of backing down, even while saying that I respect her, I also stood my ground

and stated why I think people and a clergy with outreach, should be particularly concerned. I felt so at peace after speaking my

truth, instead of backing down in all politeness.  Wishing you all well....
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It has also been an interesting experience doing my best to get our concerns across to a wide variety of individuals in my local

community. Most take what I try and get across with obvious charm and appreciation; but a few from then onwards, when you

meet them later on, step back a little, as though somehow one has become a danger to them. We are faced with the need to

provide leadership and the next few years are going to be very challenging for all of us.
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Here it is, all spelled out. Digital Dictators watching, recording your every thought and move then manipulation into what suits

them. Run by "expert's - specialist" who know more and more about less and less, disconnected individually. No one notices

who is missing from the herd. Missed in the video was  in the last bank meltdown Trillions were fed into the central banks so

they could pick winners and losers while charging them interest for borrowing their own money. The man is right! Local, local,

local. Do and build as much in our own local areas on our own as much as possible and by pass all the mousetraps. Mousetraps

are always set with free cheese. Learn to engage in Whole System Thinking and as Doc says above learn what is causing this in

the ?rst place.

They have an Allopathic System for us and keep us lost in "Left" or "Right," win or lose, either or thinking and action all for their

bene?t. When we engage in Local, Organic, Regenerative, Sustainable Perm-CULTURE we in each of our towns, areas,

bio-regions create an independent strong CULUTURE.  If you will, travel with me in the way back machine. In the mid-seventies

as a teenager overheard in the backyard,  a retired farmer swearing up a storm. What's got you bothered I asked? The damn

news, he replied. They just run a story saying electricity couldn't be made with windmills up here. What Bull Spit. We used wind

to pump water before the power grid, if we could pump water, we can make electricity. What do they think we are stupid? Well, I

replied, that wasn't run for you, it was run for me and other young people because we wouldn't know, and we wouldn't even try to

use wind to make home electricity. To much has already passed setting up our people, but it can be overturned so we can return

to real health, real lives, and a real future worth living.
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Thanks Sue.  A superb post.  I have yet to see any of our UK politicians question the vaccine agenda.  They have clearly

swallowed the Big Pharma/ Psychopath Bill Gates $$ Science and thanks to monetary lobotomies all round  mistaken it for

Truth.  The BBC are wholly complicit with the globalist agenda.  I contacted them with proof that patients had been deliberately

killed by massive over-dosing in fake trials to discredit Hydroxychloroquine.  I also provided proof that used early with the right

dosage it is a life saver.  Their reply, which took two months to come back was a complete fudge of wawe, piwe, and

codswallop mixed with liberal doses of half-baked lunacy.  

And they still claim HCQ doesn't work in spite of a mountain of evidence to the contrary.  They are also daily pushing false

science, the fear, the masks, and the vaccine agenda.  Could the 52 million pounds of Bill Gates's money in their pockets  have

anything to do with this?  Their internet page still says "Why You Should Trust The BBC".   I posted something on Twitter in

response saying "BREAKING NEWS;  Reports are just in that the TRUTH FAIRY collapsed and died from Propaganda Poisoning in

the foyer of Broadcasting House".   Here's something I found on the internet:  How to refuse a vaccine.  I hope the link works

and it helps: twitter.com/.../1
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“.... a corporate education system, which needs to keep them insecure and buying stuff to protect them from their own

insecurities” -  a very astute observation,  Sue.  See my post further down this column re the addictive nature of the “food”

industry designed with hyper-palatability as a tool to keep the masses coming back for more. Food is not food any more, the

 “natural world” an irrelevance. What the public do not know is that natural substances such as sunlight, fresh air, vitamins and

minerals cannot be patented by the drug industry and therefore there is no pro?t in them. But do include in the new order:

economic and educational meltdown, loss of livelihoods, inappropriate face masks, unreliable testing,  (anti-)social distancing

of healthy people, industrial chemicals, self isolating, lack of protection of the vulnerable in care homes, banning of an effective

drug and ignoring natural therapies, inciting racial tension, smart meters, corporate surveillance, 5G, contact tracing, enforced

vaccination, advertising of hyper-palatable and addictive processed “foods”,  environmental pollution etc. - the list goes on and

on.

This nightmare scenario  surpasses anything  that Orwell dreamed up in his vision of ‘1984’ but is being blindly accepted as “the

new normal“ by governments, banks, businesses, schools, universities. I will protest to my bank re their use this phrase,

implying acceptance of it.  Meanwhile the medics STILL bang on about “a balanced diet” being the cure (plus your daily shot

(excluding  hydrochloroquine of course). No-one  has ever demonstrated that even 50 per cent of the population is achieving a

“balanced diet” whatever that means and if they are, why are the biggest killers still CVD, diabetes, metabolic syndrome, obesity,

cancers plus new kids on the block - autism, ADHD and dementias affecting millions?  In the light of what we know about social

engineering and corporate elitism, it will not be on the agenda.
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Sue: Another word for educated is trained. A good dog jumps through hoops at the crack of a whip. A well trained dog needs no

whip. He jumps through the hoop without being told. One of the main functions of today's education is to silently remove any

critical thinking that arose in early life and replace it with training and a narrow de?nition of critical thinking. That PhD or MD

generally can think critically in very narrow range.  Outside their ?eld they are as miseducated and as easily manipulated as

anybody else. The technocracy as Wood says has been being propagated for a long time. It is directly tied to the creation of

money at interest by banksters most of whom are royals or oil igarchs or both.

articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2016/01/16/how-oil-industr..
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Thank you for a great selection of comments to cheer the heart! For anyone interested in the BBC's sad little view of the World, I

can't imagine why they still keep churning stuff like this out but anyway but here it is:

www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-dc2d6e2d-3ab4-42de-8d03-bb7eda5fff8e?..   One thing interesting though we've subtly

changed the narrative from 'virus' to 'bacteria' and 'pathogens' interesting that?!
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Sue, you're observations are so dead on with the Parisians. Every time I go out, I hate putting on that damn mask.  But I've

observed some interesting behavior and views with the young people. They seem to be the most fearful, and the most closed.

 And based on my separate interactions with each, they appear to hold the most hitlerish of attitudes which I ?nd scary. They're

bound and determined to enforce the rules and if you don't agree with the rules, they WILL report you, come hell or high water.  I

never thought I would see this in my day.  In fact, I'm medically exempt from being required to wear one however, when I tried to

enforce my own exemption when I stopped in at a local grocery store, the young 20 or so year old cashier was not going to let

me pay until I put on a mask.

Didn't matter if I was legally exempt, she was going to enforce it.  She ?nally began to ring me up after I offered to shop

elsewhere (and royally messed up my purchase in the meantime).  But here's the weirdest part of it all -- from the moment I

stepped foot in that grocery store, I had OVER 5 interactions and discussions with various store employees of all ages,

face-to-face interactions, and not one person asked about the mask, not until I was ready to check out.  We are at a crossroads

in this country and if we don't stop this tyrannical train we will lose America.  I pray that we will have the courage to stand up

and ?ght for our God-given freedoms.
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The core problem must stem from the present makeup of the university system; all these technocrats must have been taught to

act as they do. We need to reform our education systems; ?rst and foremost.
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Sue - I had the pleasure of having lunch with Patrick Wood in June of 2021. He told me much of what he says in the video above

but also some new things which inspired this - secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-vaccine-update-10   The BBC is

culpable.
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Hi Krofter and thank you for that, most interesting. With regard to who is at the top of the pyramid, I still believe that many of the

names cited are still 'front-men'. It is also telling that the company moating right to the top is Vanguard, there's a name to conjure

with, leading a perpetual war against whom?
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I believe that this is the most important article that Dr. Mercola has ever written (not that the others aren't important). This article

echos what I've been trying to tell people, all along. Very few people have even taken an interest in what I've been saying; including

calling "social distancing" Social Engineering. We are at a turning point and as long as the oblivious masses fail to see it - this society

is doomed! I have mentioned "The Big Picture" so many times that it's getting very tiring. As I look around this society; I see, very

clearly, not only what is transpiring now; but what's coming. No offense to anyone; but if you can't see this covid nonsense for what it

is (a means to an end - our end); then we will all end up being nothing more than slaves.

All of the "measures" being taken - which expand and increase daily, have absolutely nothing to do with anyone's "Health and Safety". It

has to do with Money, Power, and most importantly, CONTROL. Anyone who can't see this, has a lot of waking up to do! I'm surprised

that the lamestream media wasn't mentioned; because, without them, the oligarchs would never be able to get away with their

nefarious plans - that have been on the books for decades. Very shortly, in Canada; and everywhere else, people will be forced to wear

a mask, no matter where they go. I was running around a track and see idiots jogging with a mask on! What will it take for people to

see the total INSANITY of our current situation? The more tyranny you accept - the more will come!
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Hi Randy... yes, you've been on this story for a long time.  This Mercola article may not be news to some of us, but it's certainly

welcome.  Hopefully more people will start pulling back the curtain.  Every major area of human culture has been corrupted, not

just "health," but economic, education, politics/government, media/journalism, history, art/entertainment etc... all counterfeits.

 As a young man, I pulled back and rebelled, but I didn't know the scope of what I was feeling or intuiting.  This has been going

on for a long time; they play the "long game."  You're absolutely right to reserve special scorn on the "lamestream media"... their

part in all this is particularly shameful.
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Yes, there are a few idiots jogging with a mask, or driving their car with a mask, when nobody else is sitting in the car. However,

the problem is that all the stores don't let you in, unless you wear your mask, and they all have a security guard checking for

that, also bus drivers don't let you in, unless you wear it. I see those security guards sometimes following me in the store

reminding me to pull up the mask that is hanging on my chin. Many times I cannot but argue with them that they are

exaggerating with their demands, then they claim "Following orders from the higher above". I saw a 77 years old in Costco,

being ordered to leave out, as she was refusing to wear a mask. Then this woman sat on the moor, and did not accept to move

on, stating that she will not go out, and she will not wear a mask. She wanted the manager to come and resolve her problem of

not wearing  a mask.
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Pat; the oligarchs have now enlisted the zombie masses to do their "enforcing" for them. There are more and more oblivious

people trying to tell others what they should or shouldn't be doing! I have noticed an exponential increase in "security". Soon,

they will be everywhere you turn!
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Yes, technology changes our lives, our minds, our consumption habits and even parent-child relationships that no longer share

the same physical reality. The saturation of virtual reality disturbs minds and makes slaves of disturbing consumerism.

Metaphysics has left the realm of philosophy to take refuge in science ?ction and neuroscience, with unmattering future

prospects. From utopia we have passed to dystopia.

This dystopia can be expressed by an industrial and post-industrial society that is causing pollution incompatible with

sustainable development that affects nature, biodiversity, rational food production, in short, respect for nature and humanity. In

relation to the labor market, the challenge will be to create new jobs in which humans perform better than algorithms, which

could make a large part of humanity unnecessary and supermuous, entrenched in a perspective of permanent depression, a

society of studies you specialize to the maximum without a broad-spectrum culture, a limited vision of the human mind. The

limits and criteria of technological re-evolution should be part of the social debate and electoral campaigns because it could

well be that, together with demagoguery, the greatest danger to democracy, and perhaps to the human
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CSRQ-SM and USDRs August 7, 2022 at 8:21 am CSRQ-SM Interview with Gideon Part 2 https://oculumlabs.com    

 /interview-with-gideon-part-2-?nancial-reset/ Interview with Gideon Part 1 https://oculumlabs.com    

 /interview-with-gideon-csrq-sm/ |space| https://oculumlabs.com    

 /csrq-accounts-of-phil-godlewski-jordan-peterson-james-okeefe-david-wilcock/ Commentary on CSRQ-SM Jul 17, 2022

https/.../watch  Oculum Labs Prepare for the Great Reset https://oculumlabs.com      The Coming Global Financial Collapse

Interview With A Whistleblower Jul 19, 2022 www.youtube.com/watch https://oculumlabs.com    

 /third-party-sources-of-csrq-sm-info/ Velly intellestink, I tink, Herren Mercola and Wood. Baba Looey

electroverse.co/grand-solar-minimum-and-little-ice-age   ... or Ice Age Eugenics/Technocracy Now.info
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When my family member was visiting friends in Budapest during the 1970s, they were at a café. As an American, the word

"Government" was uttered! "SSSSHHHHHH!!!" The friends jumped to silence the dangerous word. When things went from that extreme

to the point that mass protests came and the Iron Curtain fell, I asked our Hungarian friends: How did this even become possible? If

sometimes even one's own livingroom was wiretapped and one could never feel safe to so much as say that dangerous word,

"Government", then how did people get up and protest, en masse? My friend answered: "When the government relaxed its power over

the economy". That was when free speech was restored. We have to ?ght the technocracy like hell and call out the Government of the

Corporations, By the Corporations and for The Corporations, as fundamentally unconstitutional. And we have to do this left and right.

The misleadingly misnamed Citizens United has to fall. Corporations are NOT People!
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Good post Mirandola.  Every corrupt kingdom falls in the end. With Big Tech & Big Pharma blocking truth and censoring

life-saving drugs and natural protocols, their very censorship proves that people are waking up and pushing back.  They can no

longer stand back and let a few "anti-vaxxers" and "health nuts" have their say.  More and more people are searching for the

truth. and looking for answers.  Even the elderly people where I live are sensing that "something is very wrong".  The more

people who can wake up and push back, the more chance there will be of blocking the vaccine agenda.  Bill Gates thinks
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700,000 might lose their lives with world-wide vaccination.  This is a very conservative estimate - but ironically it will almost

certainly be more deaths than have actually died from "Covid".   So lets have a vaccine to protect the world from a corona virus

that will kill off more people than the virus itself.  Great idea Bill.....if you're a murdering psychopath!!!
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A timely reminder, Mirandola, of the sinister and undemocratic rise in corporate power to the detriment of traditional and legal

political power bestowed by the electorate.  But some instinct has been trying to tell me for a long time now, that party politics

and which party we should be voting for does not really matter. Party political wrangles are just that - another distraction (like

manufactured racial conmict) from the main agenda which transcends the bickering.  Opposition UK party leaders have been

strangely silent during this plandemic.  Governments have become supermuous, except as pawns in the game to control the

masses. The cynical Romans used to keep their masses under control with “bread and circuses”.  We certainly have our modern

day versions in the form of hyper-palatable,  dopamine tickling, behaviour manipulating and mind altering  “foods” - another

useful tool in the armoury of this new world agenda.

“In the last 40 years, government legislation and subsidies have promoted ever available temptation(sugar, drugs, social media,

porn) ... with the end result of an unprecedented epidemic of addiction, anxiety, depression and chronic disease....with

 neuromarketing , corporate America has successfully imprisoned us in an endless loop of desire and consumption.” says Dr

Robert Lustig.  Meanwhile the vehicle that keeps us distracted, controlled and where information is censored: the internet of

things - soon to be the internet of everything from health, education and shopping through all pervasuve network coverage with

5G.  Are Alexa and Siri the “big brothers” of Orwell’s prediction?
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"Technocracy Rising: The Trojan Horse of Global Transformation"  It is exactly that.  I'm very politically active ranging from local to high

levels and see what goes on behind the scenes.  Conspiracies are real.  Manipulation is standard practice.  Rules and laws are

violated.  People in the way are threatened or politically harmed by illegal methods.  If what such elitists test to get what they want is

refused by the public, then they think tank it to set up circumstances for the people to demand it as a "solution" to a (created) problem.
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Ronald,thank you for calling it out for exactly what it is. You are doing good. Please keep writing about this! It's very important.

You can help many people. Much gratitude and kudos for your integrity and spine! :-)
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"...the people to demand it as a "solution" to a *created* problem." (Problem-Reaction-Solution) ronald, you NAILED the "hegalian

dialectic" in process!  nothing new,  sadly,  its been in process for several centuries now...
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just in case this article makes you believe that Joshua Haldeman {Musk's grandfather } was a Nazi, he was not - here is a Financial

Times article  ~ www.ft.com/.../df695f10-154d-11e8-9376-4a6390addb44  ~ on technocracy that mentions the book "WE" written by

Yevgeny Zamyatin and became the basis for books by Aldous Huxley/ George Orwell/ and Margaret Atwood ~ basically all the great

Futuristic novels of the 20th Century ~ www.amazon.com/.../0380633132  ~ written in 1921 it has been released as a movie this year

~ here is the trailer ~ www.youtube.com/watch  ~ the idea that "individualism" and the right to a personality are obsolete has

immediate parallels to the Gates Program of universal digitalization where each living entity is apportioned with a number ~ this

number becomes the sole DESTINY of the life of this entity ~ basically, you are inextricably and permanently con?ned to this number ~

you have no soul nor any de?ning attributes other than your number ~ the problem for technocracy is that the emotional existence of

Mankind is obliterated ~ what Orwell and Huxley noticed was the destruction of LOVE as the driving emotion and the substitution with

EMPTINESS as the Final Frontier for Conscious Expansion ~ I think all these technocratic dreamers were too severely POTTY TRAINED
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GLOBALISM IS ROMANISM/JUDAISM & ITS ARMY ARE JESUITS, SITUATED IN GEORGETOWN! Fauci was educated by the

Jesuits! Fauci to Jesuit high school graduates: 'We will get through this' May 15, 2020 by Carol Zimmermann, Catholic News

Service People
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Coke - I think Globalism goes back to Alexander the Great whom the Romans wished to emulate.
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It amazes me, it shouldn’t that man is motivated by money, power, control (vanity). One wonders what good more money to guys

like Soros or Gates accomplishes. They know their time is limited. They will all die. So what’s the compulsion but

power/authority over their humanity? That vision goes back much further than Alexander. It seems to be innate (Calvin). One

could make the case for the Garden, Cain/Abel, Tower of Babel, Pharaohs, Assyrian Empire, etc... There is something sinister in

the idea that I know what’s best for my neighbors and by extension the planet. It is now as always a spiritual battle for heart and

soul of the individual and the collective soul of various countries. Solution: trust God and clean house.
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We have the "perfect storm" of threats against our foundational values and civil liberties: from near dictatorial "orders" from mayors

and governors under the guise of "public health" due to the virus, we are forced to separate, from public gatherings (except so-called

"peaceful protests"), denied or limited access to worship, forced to cover our faces and identity with "masks," and at the same time are

assaulted by an unpatriotic, Marxist movement seeking to defund or even eliminate law enforcement. This is a recipe for economic

devastation and social chaos, leading to social control and totalitarianism. I suppose these comments will be dismissed as

"conspiracy" talk but in my 61 years on this earth I've never seen anything of this magnitude threatening life as we know/knew it.

We need true prophetic leaders in religion, politics, and business. Dr. King effectively fought the good and just ?ght for civil rights

based on the values of his faith, which included nonviolence and starts with the dignity and equality of all people created in the Divine

Image--as in our Constitution, "all men are created equal." Technocrats reject this.

Big Media is complicit: case in point, the continued reference to "peaceful protestors" while cities burn and are gripped with huge

increases in crime. Identity politics, so crucial to the modern "Left," promote division and silence differing viewpoints. Free speech is

under attack through censorship and identity politics. We have to speak up and be heard. We need to wake up to uphold the gift of our

Constitutional freedoms before the so-called "woke" crowd works to suppress free thought and diverse views. This of course impacts

our choices with regard to health and wellness. Big Pharma and Medical have no use for holistic health. We have a lot of work to do.
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Technocracy is the ultimate expression of civilization’s long march to increasingly de?ne its purpose in technological terms.  It is at

the opposite pole from the Quest unifying the world’s various Wisdom Traditions.  Arti?cial intelligence is at the opposite pole from the

Super-Intelligence of humanity’s occasional Seers, Guides and Avatars.  For all their technological sophistication, Elon Musk and Ray

Kurzweil are in?nitely regressed from the anonymous person who carved “Know Thyself” into the stones of Delphi thousands of years

ago.  Love, Wisdom and Truth are our innate operating systems, immanent but awaiting a boot up… no Neuralink hook up required.

 Our technology and ideas about evolution have deceived us into thinking the current age is the most advanced.  Trans-humanism is

the counterfeit of Transcendence.
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Yes DARZOUM, "The technocracy is at the opposite pole of the Search that uni?es the various Wisdom Traditions of the world."

Putting a technocrat to make decisions with a pragmatic sense is as much as recognizing that ideologies are a hindrance, or

that technique can be exercised outside of ideas, which is still an extreme ideology.

The limit of technology must be to serve a true democracy, where politicians have to decide between priorities that favor the

people and the nation they lead. Technical advice has a place if the results favor the necessary solutions, Technocrats do not

always make explicit the criterion of value in all its dimensions, its base is in the satisfaction of an economic system without

limitations, not a political system constituted for a true democracy . And what is very important, the conclusion here is that the

technocracy considered politics as an unnecessary, irrelevant element and even an obstacle to achieve its ends.

The technocrats instead of facing the system, are a great danger to national sovereignty. His last coup was during the tragedy

of September 11. It allowed them to promote the Patriotic Law, which sacri?ced many freedoms. The current COVID-19

pandemic is overcoming such authoritarian tyranny, offering a platform that will overshadow its 9/11 coup and increase its

ability to erode our civil liberties and control our society. Never before have there been draconian mandates of isolation, social

distancing, and masks imposed on healthy populations. The result is an elementary calculation of potential lives saved in the

face of the general annihilation of an entire society. The lockdowns are reversing decades of progress in alleviating poverty and

improving health and education
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Hello, Technocracy is the ultimate expression of civilization’s long march to increasing......  (to what, exactly). What happened to

Tartaria?? A thousand year empire of peace that ended in 1840. Why the Lies??? Where is their technology??? Like Free

Electricity. Did the DESTOYERS steal this and hide it in the Vactican library??? Hard to say...!
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forbiddenhealing
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Once these megalomaniacs took control of the media, universities and all levels of government, we now have generations of

compliant bot-people coloring inside the lines of correctness...A New Grand Inquisition interpreting "science" on the my, burning those

deplorables who disbelieve their mumbo-jumbo....Push has come to shove; things are getting interesting.  Daddy's drunk and gone

nuts,... Momma's crying.
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Yes, RANDAL, the Second Inquisition sounds like a massive push planned by the Technocracy to exterminate the wisdom of the

people, the traditions that made man. This is truly the New World Order at work. The idea of a world secret police working to

eliminate the threat that leads the search for the destruction of each and every one of the “Deviants of Reality.” A reality that

tries to establish an analogy between man and arti?cial intelligence,

The Technocracy embraces Blind Dogma to increase their control. There are many technocratic masters pulling the strings who

have their own petty agendas, who have lost sight of the everyday world, and who follow the protocols without questioning

whether such actions are right or fair. This Technocracy smashes competing paradigms that become too inmuential, including

independent scienti?c discoveries. Many of her social and economic technologies are not based on scienti?c principles at all,

but on premises that she created to propagate her methods of control.

Large organizations are hierarchical and attract ambitious people looking to rise to the top. Recruit the best and the brightest,

but ?lter out anyone who de?es your de?ned purposes. leadership positions promoted precisely by their aggressiveness and

con?dence in promoting the mission of the technocracy. No, our culture no longer produces great souls; instead, we produce

celebrities, pundits, and technocratic warlords like Bill Gates, Cheney, and Michelle Rhee. In their own minds they are right and

everyone else is wrong. We are in the Age of the Technocracy of the cultural vacuum created where once there was a soul, now

it is full of desire to consume.
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Despite whatever religious/spiritual beliefs you have, please watch this courageous Wisconsin priest "tell-it-like-it-is" during a "sermon"

recently. He has more balls than the entire, worthless GOP have. Please pass this around the net. www.youtube.com/watch
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maxxon
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Wow !!  Father Altman is my hero.  I have been saying the same things about Evers since he allegedly won the election. I have

written to many Wisconsin legislators stating that Evers is not governing the state, he is taking orders directly from the DNC in

D.C. as well as following the lead of other blue state governors. The democRAT party knows how stupid and easily controlled

Evers is. He makes no decision on his own. He was a total failure as Superintendent of Education except for following the edicts

of the teachers unions demanding more money for less results.  If any politician needs to be recalled for dereliction of duty it is

Evers.
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Excellent.   We need "the black-robed column" of patriots.
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So glad you posted that.  I've been thinking about it since watching it earlier this week.  We need priests like him to motivate us

to action.
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Hmm, this all ?ts in with something that happened to me last week. I was trying to get out of an unfamiliar parking lot, driving from

point to point, getting more and more frustrated. I said out loud to no one (I was alone), “How do I get out of here?” Immediately from

my radio, which had been playing music, there came a Siri-sounding voice saying, “Make a left on Munchy Branch Road.” I was totally

shocked because I never use anything voice activated. It still creeps me out thinking about it, and I now keep my mouth shut in my car.

Oh Brave New World!
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Agenda 21: Rosa Koire at Freedom on Fire, September 2, 2012 puts Agena 21 in a near perfect nutshell, entertaining too! so excellent!

soooo worth it!  they are doing their best to dissappear it, even set the youtube counter to zero (after all these years!) about an hour

and 40 minutes. could not be more informative. relevent.  (prophetic!)  today, than ever before.
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Bravo, Dr. Mercola for this article! More and more, the people in America are waking up and whether they are democrat or republican,

they are seeing the truth that we have been played as fools by these evil people. The Bush family roots are in Operation Paperclip. We

were told that the Bush family roots went back to the founding of America which is a boldfaced lie. We were told that FDR was the

greatest president ever but he was instead a good friend of Stalin and had he lived, we would likely be further down the road into

communism in this country. Do a little research and learn that Obama's Harvard education was paid for with foreign money. He was

being groomed by these evil people and under their control.  

The wars we have been in are all controlled by these evil people and designed to reduce population to their predetermined levels.

Check out the Georgia Guidestones. Their evil agenda is written in stone and intended to be the end goal for mankind. When I ?rst

heard these things, I could not wrap my brain around them. Indeed, I have only touched the surface of their evil agenda here. The more

I searched, the more I saw the truth. But if we who are awake will stand as one we CAN defeat them. This earth is not owned by man
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I searched, the more I saw the truth. But if we who are awake will stand as one we CAN defeat them. This earth is not owned by man

and no man stands above God. He WILL move and, in fact, is moving on behalf of his creation. Educate yourself as Dr. Mercola has.

You will be shocked at ?rst but you will not be surprised by the evil agenda going forward and can respond appropriately. One ?nal

note, all major news networks are complicant with the evil agenda. Turn them off!
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"Written in stone".  Meant to be durable so people could be warned.   TV is a time waster.  You need to be doing other stuff at

this time.  For example, today, I went out and harvested my garden.  Then, I replanted spinach, arugula and romaine lettuce. I will

be busy canning this afternoon. Trust in God, but do your part.
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So what is everyone doing? How are you all standing up to this? Everyday our state (Oregon) gets more tyrannical with the masks. I've

yet to wear one, but I'll tell you my wings are so clipped now. I've lost my job because of my refusal. I'm not allowed into most

businesses any longer. If I go in, I'm chased down by the employees who are forcing a mask into my hands. If I refuse that, the

customers start yelling at me. Seriously, this is all true. As a test I wore my O2 concentrator into stores (I have advanced lung disease

and need O2 for pretty much anything besides quiet shopping) and I was still hounded and management at one even called police. I've

lost friends, my relationship with my closest relative is over....it's getting pretty lonely out here in sanity land. I'm reading lots of "we

need to do this and that", but what are you all actually doing? I visually see absolutely NO ONE out there aside from myself standing up

to this. I never see a maskless buddy I can exchange a secret nod with. Since I'm not working, I've been traveling some and each

community is the same with the bigger ones the worst. I will give the Kroger Company some major points for electing to NOT harass

customers who aren't wearing masks. Their stores are the ONLY ones I feel comfortable in any longer.
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Jca - sorry to hear of your isolation and distress.  Can't your doctor get you some kind of exemption form or letter -  then at least

you can have a back-up piece of paper to stop the brainwashed zombies from chasing you out of shops.  This whole scenario

reminds me of the ?lm "The Invasion of the Body Snatchers".    But in this case it is the Common Sense Snatchers.  Good Luck.
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NLW, I called my doctor ?rst thing and Peach Health made a blanket statement that they will NOT issue any exemptions to

anyone regardless. Thing is, regardless of my condition I wouldn't wear a mask period. This whole thing isn't about a virus and

why should I be forced to cover my face if I don't want to? I'm suspecting that the majority on Mercola are wearing masks and

just hoping this will all go away? Just in order to still participate in society? I don't think anyone is actually standing up to this

other than making comments online as it's just way, way too dibcult to do in real life. Believe me, I'm doing it and it's turned my

life into a nightmare. I don't react when people are shouting at me either. Once I said, "No habla englis" (sorry for the spelling)

quietly to a woman and her husband turned around and literally screamed, "WHAT DID YOU JUST SAY TO MY WIFE????!!!!!!!!" It

was horrible.
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One night I was sitting in an emergency waiting room thinking I had a kidney stone moving when a guy checking in was

explaining how much he had been throwing up, fever and so on..  All I can say,  I didn't want his stomach virus and wished he

would have slipped on a provided mask. What he did was up to him.  If a medical worker had entered the waiting  area and

suggested everyone put on a provided mask, due to contagious patients,  I would have been okay with it.  If the same medical

worker had come in the room and suggested we all get injected with something to be safe, I would have been horri?ed and

refused. I guess each individual has a point of tolerance as to how far they are willing to go before measures feel like a

restriction or too much.

A day ago the owners of a health food store in my town said someone came in refusing to put on a mask. They require a mask

in their store. Their approach is to offer taking an order by phone and putting the merchandise outside the door for customers

who don't want to wear a mask. Finally I asked how many refuse a mask and how many leave or make a phone order. The owner

said both men and women have refused. Some people leave and some make a phone order.  I view slipping on a mask in public

as a temporary inconvenience,  designed to avoid or slow down spread.  My concern is more about what the mask is made of ,

knowing some of them have a funky smell.  I don't know what I am hubng so there is always that to consider too. For those who

slip on a mask, maybe someone will come up with a healthy version.
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Blue, I think you gave me the answer I suspected. You and everyone are bowing down, putting on a mask and calling it a

temporary inconvenience. You've just accepted it and are now looking for a healthier version? Maybe something more stylish?

The masks aren't about stopping the spread of anything. It's about compliance and manipulation. And who doesn't want to be

accepted? It's tough to stand up to this BS and call it out for what it is.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Many places in rural areas are not enforcing masks.  They are far off the beaten path and rarely see a new car in town.  People

will wear them around their necks in case they have to pull them up quick--and they can use the excuse that it "slipped".  The

only reason business owners try to enforce it is because they are afraid of being ?ned.  Just tell people they are not allowed to

legally inquire about your medical status.  It is enough to inform them that you are exempt.   I do wear the mask to avoid being

hassled by the ignorant. However, it is infrequently and usually only 5 minutes at a time.

I am holding up very well, but am seriously concerned to see the lack of coping skills in the general population, even among

people comfortably working from home without needing masks and getting asphyxiated. (Less O2 to the brain may also have

something to do with this.) I generally keep a well-stocked pantry. Meds, library, tools. If not all gourmet meals, at least we

would not go hungry. In early January, I had my suspicions and ?gured that, even if I bought more than I immediately needed,

prices would not go lower, so I stocked up. Panic can drive markets as much as reason. I was also aware of crop failures around

the globe and suspected contaminated meat and food processing plants.  

We are relatively unaffected except for rare shopping trips, like when you need a part for the tractor. We have our own gardens,

orchard, vineyard, etc. We are self-employed with stable markets and increasing demand. We do not have a tv and have more

projects than we can ever accomplish, so are never bored. We have done our best to isolate ourselves from trends of the world

and be independent. We still need gasoline for a few months, yet. We continue to increase our self-reliance and network.  It is

not good to depend on govt. That never works out well in the end.  Lunch is stuffed rellenos, buttered beets, cuke chunks,

blueberries and grape juice. Unconventional, but good
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Save your masks. Their may be another designer pandemic come around in a few more years, after people have forgotten, if

this one does not succeed in manipulating people subciently. Get good masks, though, not those homemade mouth diapers or

paper ones that gap.  Actually, for this speci?c pandemic, I got a plastic face shield. Another way of manipulating people is

never seeing another person smile. "Social distancing" destroys empathy for others, too. Eventually, people see each other as

less than human.  

OK, back to my pantry. I had pretty much everything needed for survival (salt, our own cornmeal and popcorn, beans, oatmeal,

stevia/honey, etc.).  I added more gluten-free grains and whole grains as I can grind them to mour in my vitamix. I also have a

back up hand crank mill that gives a good workout. We do not drink milk, but I got some milk powder and coconut cream

powder for baking. Vinegar, even though I have made my own. Baking powder. Baking soda has many uses. Fats and oils.

Fortunately, I had lots of canning lids and jars already--I can A LOT of food!  Braggs Liquid Aminos. Cane sugar (!!!)--for brewing.

It is an excellent way to preserve the harvest. Molasses for making traditional dark beers.  (Hubby says my beer is as good as

microbrews--this is really micro!) We also have honey. Yeast for baking. Some yeast for brewing even though I know it will

expire. I could always POWDERY blueberries or apple as a starter (natural yeast). Teas. A few spices (esp. for canning).

These were not necessities, but still nice to have. We do have many of our own teas and beverages, but I did not re?ll coffee.

Winter sales due to currency exchange rates.  Meds. Supplements. I recommend a homeopathic nosode kit. And

Oscillicoccinum. Lots of herbals and pain-killers. "Soaps." Hydrogen peroxide. A dental repair kit for temporary ?xes. Water

?lters/jugs, just in case your well goes out. Hunting and ?shing stuff. Bird netting. Diatomaceous earth. Sausage casings
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Yes you are correct. I am forced to wear a mask in the care facility where I work. If I do not comply, I stand to lose my job.
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I've been on this site for a while and decided to make an account just for the sake of being able to reply to you. There are plenty

of non-compliers left here in the U.S, unfortunately for yourself...they don't reside in Blue States much. If you lived here in Wyo

you would be part of the norm. I've never worn a mask, and will not. Same goes for my son. Even just the other day at Walmart

the Mask Compliance/Greeter tried to stop my son and told him Masks are required to come in, I pointed to the huge sign

stating they are "recommended" and we proceeded to shop as normal....yes there are plenty of mask wearing fools about but

we are far from the sole unmasked shoppers.

And no we aren't in some Rural backwoods forsaken place, we are just outside of Yellowstone National Park where plenty of

shiny new cars are bought and sold, and even Kanye bought a ranch outside of town.....so it's far from desolate here.  I pulled

my son, my nephew, and my niece from school this year, due to the mask requirements. They all should be freshmen in High

school, but will instead be home schooled since compliance with mind control is not an option.  Maybe move from the coast to

a bastion of sanity and freedom. No sense living where crazies congregate.... Best of luck with your endeavors, just know you

might not see us all, but you are far from alone in your thoughts and actions.
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Several generations were born’ into internet age. Those of us who were present when it ?rst became a public resource’ can very easily

see that searches are no longer unbiased. It’s so obvious. But those that never searched before manipulation became so prevalent

can’t see it
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I think we are in trouble.  Covid-19  is a prime example. We as the people are being controlled based on false premises. We are being

told and controlled by unwarranted testing for covid even if not sick and have no symptoms. This should be against our constitutional

rights but folks don't even say no and allow unwarranted testing by allowing a swab jammed clear up your sinuses even with no

symptoms. Then they say you are positive for which then can be used as increased numbers to report as those testing positive. Oh, by

the way even after 14 days of quarantine still no symptoms and not sick but who cares, they got what they wanted, higher numbers of

infection because tested positive. Ah, but here  lyes the problem, the person that tested positive never became sick. What's wrong with

this scenario?  It's creating information wanted based on a false premise. Sadly our whole nation has fallen for this way to raise the

numbers of cases of Covid-19 when in fact it's all just political garbage to control the populace. The more tested, the better. Just say

NO!
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM
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Support the constitutional Sheriff's  group.
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In the end, we are all part of the same family, and those who now seem to be the embodied evil are our brothers who have lost their

way and they are afraid, they are suffering - and this fear of theirs is projected on 'us' to have understanding and compassion. There is

no absolute evil and absolute good, it's just life or whatever you want to call it.  In a way 'they' are the embodiment of the fear of life,

the fear of life of all humanity, so there should be no condemnation, rejection or 'judgment'.
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Mr. Woods seems adept at identifying the mechanisms of autocratic control of society.  He makes the particularly incisive and timely

observation that "as invasive technology is masked with ostensible convenience, allowing for a potentially unseen technocratic control

of society, where politicians are merely puppets or, “useful idiots,” as Wood refers to them. Many would even argue that this has

already happened."  www.gaia.com/article/is-there-a-technocracy-secretly-controlling-our-g..  

He raises concerns and suspicions from every direction but offers only amorphous or no solutions.  Does Mr. Wood actually oppose

sustainability and infrastructure or the co-opting of those endeavors by the so-called "technocrats"?  Hard to tell.  The author is

concerned about the regulation of resources.  Is he equally concerned about the rapacious exploitation of natural resources and the

resultant environmental destruction they cause that we observe daily?  I get the argument about algorithms and exploitation, but

would Mr. Wood prefer that the 800ft "functionally obsolete" cantilevered truss bridge in my region be allowed to disintegrate.  A deep

dive ?nds that Mr. Wood's answers lie along the lines of 'Biblical Prophecy' standupforthetruth.com/.../satans-globalist-pawns
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Great summary on Technocracy. Nice to have this being presented in more mainstream media.   David Icke and others have been

talking about this for a while. www.bitchute.com/.../TYtsNj0iG8Q    Another website to look at is https://www.technocracy.news  

Really enjoying the comments from others. That is what I like about the people here. Often times I ?nd the comments are just as good,

if not better, than the actual article.
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Joined On 8/19/2010 7:32:22 AM
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Just want to share a fantastic video.  It's Father James Altman, of La Crosse, Wisconsin.  Beginning at about 33:00, he gives a sermon

(I'm not catholic, that's probably not the right word!), 'God Gave us a Brain, Let's Use it.'  Fantastic.  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zgbiqTWyN0&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0..
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Darn, I didn't see your post.............well, it just proves Great minds think alike. I'll be calling him this week to discuss how the

entire "family" of Christian faiths need to put away any differences and ?le massive law suits against ALL governors who have

mandated EO preventing the gathering of parishioners. There are millions who would support this and millions more who

would/could just show up at their churches and attend the services. We need another Revolution to save our country from the

Marxist/communist/democrats. But ?rst Trump needs to arrest the former PIMP of the WH, Soros, Rockefellers, Bush's etc....
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Dr Mercola, Thank you is not enough. Just wanted to point to few old publications showing more details about what's in ModE-RNA

vaccine.."Highly Ebcient Reprogramming to Pluripotency and Directed Differentiation of Human Cells with Synthetic Modi?ed mRNA"

by the genius Rossi who was among the ?rst who established that 'synthetic' factory. Or some other: "Ebcient Generation of Human

iPSCsby a Synthetic Self-Replicative RNA". When searching for primers for covid-19 testing on CDC pages one comes across

nucleotide sequences, which have again, very high sequence similarity with pieces of HUMAN unassigned proteins patented long time

ago, for example at:  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../MD197378.1  , www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../MD195468.1  and 2 more.  The timing bomb is

ticking and everyone should be on streets right now, like in Berlin.
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How President Trump Is Exposing a Corrupt Technocracy!  Many people struggle to rightly understand the President’s words and

actions because they take what he says or what he does at face value without considering the strategy behind them. There is very little

that Trump does or says that doesn’t have a larger, concealed strategy in mind. POTUS may be the savviest strategist ever to occupy
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that Trump does or says that doesn’t have a larger, concealed strategy in mind. POTUS may be the savviest strategist ever to occupy

the White House. One of the President’s main strategic goals is the exposure and removal of corruption. One corrupt component that

must be dealt with is the deep state. A second is the dishonest and corrupt media complex.

There is a third element to consider. Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx are representatives of the medical establishment. While organizations like

the National Institutes of Health, the Centers for Disease Control, and the World Health Organization provide a “service” to society, they

are part of the medical branch of a technocracy that makes decisions that deeply affect our lives. tech·noc·ra·cy /tekˈnäkrəsē/ noun  1.

The control of society or industry by an elite group of technical experts. The technocracy remains in power by claiming to have

superior knowledge and denigrating anyone who opposes them. President Trump, is exposing the corrupt tactics and ineptitude of

medical technocrats.

Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx rely on their medical expertise. They believe it puts them in a position of superiority in relation to POTUS. What

they didn’t account for is the fact that even before he became President, Trump has had access to some of the best sources of

intelligence in the world. He knows his de?ciencies and he compensates for them by gleaning information from people who are

experts in their ?elds. Why did he strongly (and publicly) support the unproven idea that hydroxychloroquine would be an effective

treatment for Covid-19? Do you think he just pulled that idea out of thin air?  Continued:
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A more likely explanation is that he spoke with a doctor (or several doctors) who had used hydroxychloroquine for other strains

of the coronavirus, and they advised him to put all his money on it being the best treatment for Covid-19. This is just

speculation, but it’s consistent with the way Trump operates. He seldom takes a poorly-calculated risk. Regardless of how

Trump came to support hydroxychloroquine, the fact that he made the right call on it while the experts have gotten so many

things wrong. Their predictions on mortality and morbidity have been an abject failure, making Trump appear to be the more

well-informed party.

When Fauci called the devastating ?nancial consequences of the lockdown a “deleterious effect,” his lack of compassion was

on public display. By the time this is all over if the technocrats have any illegitimate motives or agendas, Trump will have found

them and exposed them. When we look at current events at the surface level, it appears as if our nation is being destroyed. But

when we consider the strategies being employed by the President, we can see that our Republic is being restored to its former

glory through the exposure and removal of corruption.

prayingmedic.com/2020/04/13/how-trump-exposing-corrupt-technocracy/
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YOUTUBE: Trump’s Connections to the Epstein Gang 8,217 views •Jul 11, 2020 Blackstone Intelligence Network Donald Trump,

long-time friend / party-buddy of Jeff Epstein… introduced to Melania by Epstein at Ghislaine Maxwell’s Kit Kat Club in NYC…

friends with Epstein’s pal, Crown Prince Mohamed bin Salman… brought into his own administration: Bill Barr as Attorney

General (Barr was working for the CIA when his father hired Epstein as a “teacher” at Dalton); Alex Acosta as Secretary of Labor

(Acosta is the crooked prosecutor who gave Epstein his ?rst sweetheart deal in Florida by working with Epstein lawyers Ken

Starr and Alan Dershowitz); Wilbur Ross as Secretary of Commerce (Ross, as a Rothschild Bank agent bailed out Trump in NJ –

and was an associate of Epstein)…

Trump used Epstein’s own attorney, Dershowitz, as his personal attorney during his impeachment trial… the connections go on

and on. Trump isn’t draining the swamp. Trump IS the swamp. The Pilgrims Society: A Century of Rockefellers, Rothschilds …

isgp-studies.com/pilgrims-society-us-uk The Pilgrims Society: A study of the Anglo- American Establishment; Rockefeller,

Mellon, Luce, Rothschild, Cecil, Windsor, the Federal Reserve, WWII, the CIA, and So Much More The Pilgrims Society – Enemy

of Humanity – American … aim4truth.org/2019/08/07/the-pilgrims-society… Aug 07, 2019 • The Pilgrims are dominated by a

small group of families including Rockefeller, Kissinger, Rothschilds, Rhodes, Milner, Woolsey (self-styled “British and American

Aristocracy” modelled on Cecil Rhodes’ British-American federation dream
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I think you are exactly right.  I'll check out that link you shared, thank you.  Trump didn't become a billionaire due to luck or a

fairy godmother.  So yeah, he knows a thing or two about strategy!!!
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If Trump is taking HCQ, I assume he also has the good medical advice to take vitamin D and cofactors.  This is a national

security issue. Technocracy is also involved in the vaccine and tracking us.  "Your papers, please" is only one step leading us to

chipping. Covid is allowing govt to control every aspect of our lives. My priorities are to hold the land and keep my guns. What

people must do is to arrange their tax situation to give as little to the govt as possible.  Taxes are necessary for basic services,

but beyond a certain level only grow govt.  

I predict the economy will worsen. Do not be dependent.  Hungry people are not free. Take care of your body, mind and soul.   It

is necessary to become  self-reliant, as much as possible.  Own a bit of land or what is under your feet.  Low taxes, fertility. Not

need to buy much.  Your standard of living, ?nances and health will improve if you produce your own food, do more of your own

doctoring, become more energy independent.  Learn to be resourceful and recycle what others discard.  You can live very well in

a nation that is so awuent that people throw out perfectly good brand new items.   Have a business producing something that

there is a market for in good times and bad.  Do not rely on too many employees, at least outside of family.  You can avoid the

bureaucracy of labor law and mandated bene?ts.  

Work for cash when you can.   Know how much is enough.  If you do not need to dress up, good quality older work clothing can

be purchased at second hand stores--much better than synthetics and newer cottons.  Educate your children well--they are your

only real legacy that survives you--home schooling, if possible. Invest in your garden, kitchen and canning equipment, a home

medicinary, home library and tools. Learn practical skills.   The Mother Earth News used to quote a saying...  "Books will get you

thru times of no money better than money will get you thru times of no books."  (How-to books and classic
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My understanding, decisions re 'gain of function' research seem to be affecting our well being.  Obama said he paused and

Trump's administration resumed and here we are today.. How to sort all of that I don't know ? Like most people,  I'm trying to

understand where people in leadership positions are coming from and ?nd it's not so easy to do.. Reading the comments of

others always helps. While I understand the ' big picture dangers' lurking,  inaction as an approach to a deadly virus doesn't

seem to be the answer either ?
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Yet, they can't point to a single place on the planet where they've had a successful model. I'm just going to have to not opt in on this

one.
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First Ladyboys of the United States (Parts 1 and 2) - Political Show Biz is a big part of the Technocracy Roll-in.

www.bitchute.com/.../9EUCnhlYQwMN  |space| www.bitchute.com/.../Xktp2LIVRCqz  Trump the Orange Tranny Transvestigation of

Trump (The Orange Tranny) fakeotube.com/video/4094/transvestigation-of-trump-the-orange-tranny  Donald Trump - The First

Jewish President Of The United States www.bitchute.com/.../3fekqVp7xRTv  DOMINION: SEE HOW THE BRITISH-AMERICAN

PILGRIMS PLAN ON DIVIDING UP AMERICAN INTO DOMINIONS’. | SOTN: Alternative News, Analysis & Commentary

stateofthenation.co  Donald Trump, Pilgrims Society Operative Presented February 2016 by Charles Savoie

nosilvernationalization.org/187.pdf  The Pilgrims Society Enemy of Humanity American Intelligence Media

aim4truth.org/2019/08/07/the-pilgrims-society-enemy-of-humanity/  Pilgrims - Secret Society Skull And Bones - X22Report And His

Dirty Little Secret www.bitchute.com/.../nu5MktMUYXB3  The Hidden Faith Of The Founding Fathers (2010 Documentary)

www.bitchute.com/.../M3x22hklcF37  No Corona Virus www.bitchute.com/.../HvpyHZAwWTXN  Jew Volodymyr Zelensky - From A

Dancing Queen To President Of Ukraine (all actors like Trump, AOC et al for social control) www.bitchute.com/.../JaLdMLYmMZAq
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It should be noted that not everyone who came here under Operation Paperclip was truly in league with Hitler. For example, my father

knew Wernher von Braun. He was a Christian, and he designed rockets because he was interested in designing rockets. He didn't

approve of the use Germany made of them. We owe him much for his role in developing our space capabilities. It should be

remembered that many scientists and engineers are totally immersed in their ?eld, and pay little to no attention to anything political.

Sadly, my father worked hard to convince various authorities to computerize medical records. I warned him of the use to which they

would be put. He didn't believe me. But praise God, Who made sure he was not successful. Nevertheless, it is what we have today, and

it is a big part of our current problems being denied health freedom.
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"Ebciency" CAUSES Technocracy, according to Aristotle's four-causes concept. Two causes represent energy while two causes

represent technicalities; four causes, in total, must cooperate in proportional harmonic balance for the manifestation of anything real.

But technocrats recognize and thus use the ebcient-only system. Thus anything they do is imbalanced, incomplete, and not even real

(it cannot last in the material universe.) Since Technocracy is extremely ebcient-biased, and since ebciency is one of the four causes

of all things material, ebciency causes Technocracy.
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Arti?cial Intelligence=Arti?cial Stupidity. It works on what was done before and it is impossible for it to innovate or create anything

new. It stimes all creativity.
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Excellent background and analysis of the problem! Thank you for telling the world. We have been so worried About this since the early

1990’s but information was piecemeal and always considered silly conspiracy theories. We could have few discussions with other

people who were concerned. This needs even greater exposure. Hopefully Dr. Mercola and others will lead the way.
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Corporatocracy is the problem. It happens when corporations own the technology they use, which was created by humanity and, thus,

it is their patrimony, belongs to ALL OF US.
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As we know, Russia is the cereals biggest producer  and Cnina  has asked to Russia to produce the largest quantity of soy beans, non

GMO. Now China will not buy anymore of US soybeans next year.
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"The Binary World of the Two-Horned Beast:  The pseudo-alive kingdom of the machine-world that exists between the mineral and the

plant realms wishes to feed on human thought, to steal it, and suck it into another world beyond the three-dimensional world. This

world is called the Eighth Sphere by Theosophists and is a left-over world from the seven Incarnations of the Earth. The Eighth Sphere

is now a machine-world that exists in an “anti” two-dimensional world. It is a shadow of the angelic realm which is made from mineral

substance and given pseudo-life through the thoughts of the software programmers.

It is an alien world populated by beings higher and lower than human beings, which exist both in this anti-two-dimensional world and

in the binary world of electromagnetic beings. The software program routines and sub-routines that all work together to make our

human-machine interface works well to create “energy ebcient” and “labor saving” tools for human beings that ultimately steal human

thinking by making us mentally lazy; freeze human feeling with cold, dead machine-intelligence and binary logic; and paralyze the user

who is fascinated, trans?xed, and hypnotized by the “seeming miracle” of the machine.

Instead of evolving into the fourth dimension, humans are being lured back into a two-dimensional binary existence in the alien

two-dimensional world of machine-intelligence. When we devolve into the past through the hypnotic entrancement of fascinating

binary illusion, we give up our future progressive spiritual development. We give our own ego development over to beings who are not

really in this dimension and therefore are not “seen” as a harmful force – let alone an evil being. These stories make the frail of heart

run away from technology like a dragon that is trying to eat them. In fact, this is quite true on a soul and spiritual level of

understanding." neoanthroposophy.com/2018/01/19/the-spiritual-battle-between-man-and-m..
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So much good in this interview.  However, as I understand it, the Stafford Act (which has been invoked in the name of Corona Virus)

suspends the U.S. Constitution.  Having that in mind, does it negate some of the points of action suggested during the interview?  I

hope not, but if DocM & PW are not aware of the the impact of the Stafford Act, would being aware change their

discussion/conclusions/suggestions?  Or better yet, perhaps the two could record an additional discussion in light of the impact from

Stafford Act.  I'd love to hear more.  Thank you both for the vital information shared.
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To see a good indicator of who's bene?ting from the COVID-19 scam, look at a stock chart for Novavax (NVAX). NVAX is one of a

number of vaccine developers, which apparently has never produced a viable vaccine, yet its stock price has risen from around $3.65

in January 2020 to $178.50 at today's market close. Back in 2016, its stock price collapsed and stayed mat, muctuating between about

$3 and $6, until the 2020 COVID-19 scare. An article today says that Novavax has secured $2 billion in funding to support development

of COVID-19 vaccine candidate NVX-CoV2373. The article doesn't say where the funding is from, but such an enormous sum must be

from government sources. A stock chart back to 1996 shows that NVAX stock has a history of extreme volatility, possibly related to

recurrent virus scares and their subsequent fade-outs. NVAX's volatile history indicates that its reason for existence is for stock

traders, not investors.

Speculators buy when they think the stock is low, and then wait in anticipation of some event (e.g. virus panic) that causes buyers to

drive up the stock price, and then the speculators sell when they think the price is high enough for a good pro?t. Speculators'

anticipation of the potentially enormous amount of money from governments for vaccine development is what drives the periodic

virus scares, including the current COVID-19 panic. The most visible public ?gures involved in the current virus panic, Bill Gates and Dr.

Anthony Fauci, are reported to be heavily invested in vaccine-related stocks, but they don't tell us about that. They are stealthy,

sophisticated speculators who use their public appearances to promote faith in vaccines.
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@WL4816  I read your post and realized who must be behind this stock price to some degree.   I googled it and I was right: Billy

and Mindy. (The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation).

www.foxbusiness.com/markets/coronavirus-vaccine-trial-novavax-bill-gat..    $388 million according to this article. There are

other articles also - Billy and Mindy go back to 2015 with this company. In another article I saw this:  "$60 million funding from

the U.S. Department of Defense to fund the manufacturing of the company's experimental COVID-19 vaccine."
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Trilateral Commission - 1981 Barney Miller sitcom scene.  m.youtube.com/watch
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I believe Dr. Mercola has THE most important Website for truth concerning this "Plandemic".
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This article touches on what is wrong with America and the world. To ?nd out exactly what is wrong, who is responsible and how they

 are doing it please visit these two websites.http://www.annavonreitz.com/  and  theamericanstatesassembly.net  . Both of these sites

are backed by over 40 years of research, legal action and court orders. As an Australian I beg every American to go to both of these

sites and learn the hidden truth and join in with the rebuilding of the actual government of the people, for the people by the people.

This is the most critical information that any American can ever read.
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One more comment - I have 5 forensic computer snapshots of Start Page falsifying covid-19 case counts. Type in 1,111 and SP comes

up with 1,111 cases, so I tried 1,112, then 987 and SP matched every time. So I tried 8,000,000 covid cases and guess what? Start

Page dutifully posted 8,000,000 new covid cases. Conclusion: You cannot trust anything on the internet anymore (perhaps is this

purposefully being done?) But most certainly the DNS servers have been hacked, browsers redirected to unknown sites, with AI

serving up delicious helpings of lies. I really am getting tired of all the lies!
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I don't see the issue as all that complicated on my individual level--only the societal mandates.  We need more individuals, not

conformists. Long ago, I realized I cannot be happy and healthy living a standard lifestyle.  This image-making, going along to get

along and consumerism just does not work for me.  I decided I had to get out and ?nd something better.  I have been in a few rough

spots in my life.  It has taught me to be rational and step away from the crowd when necessary.  Standing alone is very intimidating for

many people. They would rather be dead than different.  Lately, I notice I am no longer so much alone in my value system and lifestyle.

 

Many days, I say, "I am happy I am not the queen of England."  I can eat chicken with my ?ngers and spit watermelon seeds.  "I am

happy I am not a fashion model."  I can wear my comfy coveralls and men's work shirts.  Work boots rather than heels.  No makeup

ever.  "I am happy I am not a prominent public ?gure or someone whose job depends on not being controversial."  I can honestly speak

my mind and know there will still be food on the table and an income.  Too often, people long for what they do not have and forget to

be grateful for what they do have.
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1h,4m...  My grandfather said the same thing in the 1960's. Matters little who is in obce. Something to the effect of  ''  not much will

change unless the base is corrected''. They are all puppets to the same core laws and core ideals.  Voting = making the voter THINK

they have a voice.
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We can't remain silent. We have to get the message across to especially the younger generation so that their eyes can be opened to

what is going on behind this big scary virus. I could see thru it right from the beginning but am not good with words; I wish I was but

sometimes I make matters worse by opening my mouth. Those of you who are good with words, please do your best to make sure

everyone you know is wise to the "darker" side of this virus.
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At 16:59 Patrick Wood quotes the smug Henri de Saint-Simon addressing his fellow scoundrels: " . . . . dear friends . . . ". It jogged my

memory of the equally haughty Ursula van der Leyden addressing Victor Dzou : "Without you, Victor, my friend none of this would have

happened"     www.bitchute.com/.../1Z5VYqJqrtI   (start 4:39)
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Long read, but necessary
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I agree with this article 100%.   In my factory I own, I cannot ?nd people who want to work anymore.  They all are felons and when they

are gently instructed they did something wrong they storm off, take the following day off and we lose productivity.  We cannot

terminate them because of their personal rights to act out.  So we are forced to bring in robots/technology to replace them.   So

basically, technology is my friend.  These sensitive employees get full bene?ts while they eat garbage, drink alcohol and smoke

 anything from cigarettes to weed to meth.  They have poor attendance and punctuality, again costing us money.  Robots do not let us

down. There is no stopping this technology train so this article is moot.  Americans are either very unmotivated or very motivated.  We

cannot pay enough money to get motivated people to work in a factory so ROBOTS are our only choice.
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Thanks for sharing your article. Despite the naysayers and criticism for running this article, I would like to point out that medicine IS

political, be particularly with this lab manipulated virus. It has changed the ENTIRE WORLD in a few months. If this isn't a political ploy,

I don't know what is!
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Using the search strategy "aerosols" "peer-reviewed studies" "masks" brings up quite a bit of journal literature.

 scholar.google.com/scholar?q=aerosols+peer-reviewed+studies+masks&..
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""We must restore our Constitution"... According to Deborah Tavaris of stopthecrime.net She says every since 1933 our Constitution

has been suspended and we have been run by the Globalists every since. This is a long video. If you start at minute 4:15 and then

minute 11:00 you will get the same theme as listed in Dr. Mercola's article here. She states that the Document Silent Weapons for

Quiet Wars is what is guiding these Globalist toward this NWO.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcruyJTfnCQ&list=PLJkzk4yblj-rDuHurbJsZHsP..   She states that every year our President has to sign a

document approving this agreement.
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After seeing just the ?rst 5 minutes of this video made me think that corporruptocracy seems more and more to be an accurate

description of how the "good ole' Us of A" and the rest of the world is controlled by these technocrat brats and global so-called

elites, but techno-crassy may also be suitable.
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Everyone remembers the last 4 years of the Obama Administration? Social media was everywhere!! Every article written/published on

MSNBC, CNN, ABC, CBS, FOX, and everyone in between had a Comment/blog section people could express their opinions on the

article itself. The 2016 Campaign had the internet ON FIRE!!! Most of the articles were Pro-Hillary Clinton and Anti-Donald Trump. As

soon as an article was published the propaganda trolls would come out of hibernation and start having propaganda battles!! The

Pro-Hillary vs Pro-Donald battles were NASTY!!

The articles out against Trump that made him look like satan were endless!! The paid professional Liberal trolls would be quick to try

to stamp out any Trump supporters trying to point out the inaccuracies in the report about their candidate. The published articles that

supported Hillary had even more drama!! As soon as a "Trumpster" commented or tried to point out the inaccuracies of the details

concerning Hillary the same professional trolls would pounce!!! They soon became well known and people started pointing out to the

world who they were and who the worked for!! This "internet" driven campaign trail was unlike any kind of campaigning that had ever

been carried out. It "TRUMPED" even the internet driven campaign of the Obama campaign 4 and 8 years prior. So what happened?

With the Hillary campaign they went into OVERDRIVE with their total propaganda based campaign. By this time everyone had an

account and they could sign-on and post on the blogs attached to articles concerning both candidates. It was TOO MUCH for the fake

news media to control/sensor!! The entire Fake News plan to get the candidate they wanted elected imploded (failed miserably). So

what did they ALL DO?? All of the major news networks took down their comment/blog section that was at the end of the article. This

prevents anyone from pointing out the lies. It's the only way they can win now. They have to SUPRESS your FREE SPEACH!!
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We sadly are already living under a medical tyranny. Its called the FDA and the CDC but also the WHO. These people are unelected. You

cant even sue them, arrest them. put them on trial, and put them in prison or execute them for the numerous mass murders they

committ EVERY DAY. Want some of the crimes ? Suppression of reaseach on cancer. Vioxx,. Opioids, Statins drugs, Aspartame,

Hydrogenated oils, GMOs, tainted vaccines etc....... The FDA tyrants through the decades have mass murdered more people on the

Planet than Hitler, Stalin and Mao combined. USA is sadly the center of pure evil that is the FDA and the CDC and corrupt big pharma

and medical ma?a.
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Very true. It would be good if someone could do some number crunching, but I been saying for years that it's debatable who

causes more harm to humanity (After false religion of course). The armaments industry and their "collateral damage" or Big

pHARMa. In just a little while, The King of Eternity will vote them out of obce permanently. (I can hear the future sound of

deafening applause).
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This is a great article and so true.  Thanks for posting it Dr. Mercola and for all you try to do.
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All we need to do is look at "the Mandela Effect"... These are all very subtle things that seem to be happening more and more...and

surely there can't be THAT MANY crazies in the world--can there? The Mandela Effect from Wikipedia:

en.wikipedia.org/.../The_Mandela_Effect_  (?lm) Images of the Mandela Effect:

images.search.yahoo.com/search/images;_ylt=Awr9BNuJ.y9fLlYAYjNXNyoA;_y..
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Fear and Propaganda has given people a totally false impression of how many people have died of "Covid":

twitter.com/.../1291790629496913920
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And when the fear mongering and propaganda doesn't work they employ the thing that does  "V I O LE N CE  &  I N T I M I D A T I

O N".  These are all tools of the Marxists, Communists and Fascists that were used successfully all over eastern Europe. They

are now going on right here in the U.S. but take notice only in "blue states and cities".
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Yes, have seen numbers suggesting 60 to 80% fewer is more likely closer to actual covid deaths. However, when the lockdown

started, people were afraid to go to hospital, so numerous strokes, heart attacks and other deaths occurred at home. Add in

ramped up levels of additional suicides and we may be back up to reported number of deaths, except only a small fraction are

actually from covid-19. Smell a rat again? How about in 2005 or 2006, when the CDC lumped all upper respiratory illness deaths

in with low annual mu death count, so the CDC inmated those numbers as well. Wondering why they would report deaths in a

similar manner for covid-19? likely to justify developing a new vaccine.
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Bravo Dr. Mercola! We can’t thank you enough for posting this article.
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Every day, I see more stuff online being disappeared.  It is esp. disturbing to seeing news archives and history being erased.  Not only

that, but practical health info.  At least food preservation and gardening info is still considered fairly innocuous.
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That is why digital technology was created and forced on to us as "better TV reception". Digital takes up far less physical space

and can be moved from place to place much faster. Digital is easier to delete /destroy than paper and ink.  The NWO must

eliminate our history, our  culture and most of all our religious beliefs.  Who ever heard of a church pastor being ?ned or

arrested for holding a service guaranteed by the Constitution no matter what the trumped up reason?  It reportedly happened

yesterday. Selected businesses being closed down never to open again. Life long careers being killed off. Yet giant businesses

like Walmart and cyber businesses running "full bore". If the American people haven't had enough of the lies and manipulation

by the Left what will it take to wake them up.  The past six months should have been enough.
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Practical? Its usually been buried out on pages 6 - 16 and/or re-posted elsewhere, out of the clutches of Google-Youtube or

Facebook-Instagram. Find other hosting sites and keep track, change your web browser - and get away as fast and as much as

you can!
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Yes Almond, that reminds me .... buy more books! I know Amazon or Kindle were threatening to delete a book I bought in regard

to the damage done buy vaccines but they haven't yet. I believe books will eventually become a valuable resource for future

generations. I am going to buy all the classics cheap from second hand bookstores.
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Almond
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These are some things I have put on a bookshelf. Medical books and herbals. Wild food ID references, such as mushroom

guides. Cookbooks--from scratch and canning. (I prefer preWWII books that use homegrown ingredients and ethnic recipes.) A

history of the US, a copy of the Declaration of Independence and the Bill of Rights. These must never be forgotten. Textbooks. A

bible and concordance. Classics. References such as dictionaries, not only in English, but many foreign languages. Children's

literature. Also, keep ?les. Recipes. Herbal formulas and medical protocols. Soap and toiletry recipes. Medical research. A

"Christmas card list" with addresses,, phone numbers, etc., in case no computer, text or email. A few board games. Monopoly.

Checkers, chess. Scabble. Dominos. Pick up sticks. Cards. A baseball.
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Agree with so many. Again, as I said yesterday, only a tiny percentage of us are ‘woke’ to the real agenda. This is because, we have

collectively been dumbed down over decades by muoridation, scare tactic of ‘mu’ season, and subsequent vaccines, noses burried in

phones and social media which are all truly the antichrist......people just stare as soon as there is a TV or text message....as if on the

other end is the publishers clearing house with a million bucks, or some prince on a unicorn. No one bothers to do REAL RESEARCH. I

mean when 80 something 80 pound little old women are being put on statins and their kids want this as well...there is no hope. The

masses just DO NOT THINK. Then you have Starbucks on every corner, in every hospital, probably even in aboriginal tribal areas in

central Africa. Anyone ever think about this. How people can ALWAYS ?nd a way to pay for $5 Illuminati absolute ***. It all contains

even more brainwash substances. So really we are doomed when the death corona shot comes along.
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THE SCRIPT: SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE OF TECHNOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 2010 by The Rockefeller

Foundation an Global Business Network May 2010 SCENARIO NARRATIVES LOCK STEP A world of tighter top-down government

control and more authoritarian leadership, with limited innovation and growing citizen pushback In 2012, the pandemic that the world

had been anticipating for years ?nally hit. Unlike 2009's H1N1, this new inmuenza strain - originating from wild geese - was extremely

virulent and deadly. Even the most pandemic-prepared nations were quickly overwhelmed when the virus streaked around the world,

infecting nearly 20% of the global population and killing 8 million in just seven months, the majority of them healthy young adults.

The pandemic also had a deadly effect on economies: international mobility of both people and goods screeched to a halt, debilitating

industries like tourism and breaking global supply chains. Even locally, normally bustling shops and obce buildings sat empty for

months, devoid of both employees and customers. The pandemic blanketed the planet - though disproportionate numbers died in

Africa, Southeast Asia, and Central America, where the virus spread like wild?re in the absence of obcial containment protocols.

But even in developed countries, containment was a challenge. The United States' initial policy of "strongly discouraging" citizens from

mying proved deadly in its leniency, accelerating the spread of the virus not just within the U.S. but across borders. However, a few

countries did fare better - China in particular. The Chinese government's quick imposition and enforcement of mandatory quarantine

for all citizens, as well as its instant and near-hermetic sealing off of all borders, saved millions of lives, stopping the spread of the

virus far earlier than in other countries and enabling a swifter post- pandemic recovery.
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Coke ~ China is even more secretive and controlling than any other country on the planet ~ please understand that all

information sourced from China is DUBIOUS ~ to say the least
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Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion! 2009 was the year that the VACCINE TYRANNY obcially began. It's also the year that I

WOKE UP to the truth of what this society is really about!
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I thought China was so much a greater nation than the US, making such wonderful, life saving decisions...I guess I would just

move there....but I don't so I guess I'll remain here. From what I have heard, the Chinese quarantined a small area near Wuhan,

and allowed infected people to my all over the rest of the world, creating a massive spread.  It was Trump who shut down our

border and saved lives.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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Or did China already have a vaccine that worked and knowing this is a laboratory created virus nobody else would have one? Of

course they had to allow some people to die otherwise it would look suspicious.  They can afford to lose tens of millions of the

oldest non contributors to society because that is what communism is all about.
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pa303332
Joined On 8/3/2016 3:08:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The short answer is yes, de?nitely, it is a Trojan Horse. COVID is a socialists dream come true for backdoor instituting full

totalitarianism and destroying all freedom of movement and expression. My country, New Zealand, is currently being held up around

the world as a benchmark for elimination of COVID. It has come at huge ?nancial cost and is being used as a political tool by the

current Prime Minister, just starting an election campaign, as the only success of her government over the just ?nishing three year

term. No other policy she and her party had at 2017 election has been remotely ful?lled, but COVID looks as if it may save her skin.

Subtle threats of what may happen if she is not re-elected are beginning to be heard and openly publicized by a compliant media and

by using public obcials, particularly in the health ?eld, for political gain. In general, according to pre-election polls, a majority of

people are accepting this brain washing and social engineering.

All success at COVID elimination here has been due mainly to geography in that NZ is a remote country surrounded by oceans. The

nearest foreign country is New Caledonia, separated by 1800 km of Paci?c Ocean, while Sydney, Australia is 2150 km away. An ocean

has kept NZ safe along with some preventative measures, exactly as used in most other countries. Any new cases are all through

citizens and permanent residents returning from overseas, all of whom are quarantined for 14 days on arrival back into the country.
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bew333
Joined On 10/11/2010 10:05:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many  many thanks, Mercola. Finally, an article that points to possible answers making sense to all the chaos in world order and

societal changes that have gravely concerned me for decades now. Yes, grassroots local politics our only recourse.
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website_reader
Joined On 7/30/2020 3:55:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just a few points - 1. Dr Karl Popper, considered the father of science today, could not justify his contradiction of assuming

falsi?ability except for his theory which could not be falsi?ed. Mathematicians know a self-refuting statement when they see it. People

pushing science hardly even know what they are talking about, much less Karl's struggles to justify his theory. 2. Investigating the

genome sequences published on Flu Trackers back in the last week of Dec and ?rst 2 weeks of Jan established that the covid-19 virus

was partially modifed by humans. But why isn't anyone asking Dr. Fauci why he signed off on the $5 million loan to China for that

crucial SARS coronovirus work?

3. Since when does Google get to become the world's policeman and decide that they alone can determine misinformation when they

see it? Check out Google jigsaw and Jared Cohen, who advised Hillary Clinton and others before snatched up by Eric Schmidt.  4.

Mask Up has become frankly an overworked nudging from the Behaviorial Institute Toolset. Faisal Naru should be told to stop posting

his chart of the 200+ govts and NGO's that they have inserted their subsconcious behavioral science modi?cation algorithms into.

(this is just the tip of the iceberg) 5. Who assigned Michael Rich of RAND Corp to jump on Truth Decay?  He took his assignment

seriously!  I ?nd some people want to know the truth, but unfortunately it seems that the trolls have hit here too
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dev5922
Joined On 12/8/2015 9:32:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For all of you non-maskers, you obviously don’t see the not wearing a mask and behaving yourself is playing right into the hands and

wallets of the vaccine makers and the controlling elite. No nationwide plan. Provoking and fueling in?ghting amongst the worker bees.

The spirit  of discontent, contempt for our neighbors and hatred of folks who don’t feel or look the same way is how we are going to

end up vaccinated. Don’t you see the message?The message that the only way to get rid of this is to be vaccinated?  And folks who are

sel?shly and ignorantly preventing the healing of our nation by barging into their local food store screaming about their civil rights are

doing exactly what the puppeteers choreographed.  The virus is still here and you are playing right into their hands. But don’t worry

your pretty little head, Big Brother will take care of you. And get richer and richer. If a bunch of us die in the process, that’s ?ne. We are

all quite expendable.
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